Dry Casting Report – 13 March 2016
Not a big roll up for the day with 3 seniors and 5 vets but under the circumstances it was not too bad
and I am sure it will only get better.
There were no good scores for the day, especially in the accuracy events with Hendo taking out the
double handed accuracy with 122 and also the single handed accuracy with 22 in the vets division.
The day itself was nit ideal with East to North Easterlies for the whole morning and really warming up
towards the finish. But no excuses, when you have a bad day the rot really sets in, ask Peter Osborne.
On one of Peter’s double handed accuracy casts the bail arm was forgotten but we are not playing for
sheep stations so another cast was fine, but Peter, twice in a row?
Shane started off well with a foot fault on the first distance cast, but once again what the hell, we were
there to enjoy ourselves.
Mark Hansen too out the honours in the senior double handed accuracy with 107 which should have
been a lot better with 5 or 6 good scores but 2 zeros.
With the wind playing havoc at times all of the artificial bait casts were around the 100m mark and the
112gr all around the 120 with Mark having the best with 127m.
The longest 56 and 112gr for the vets went to myself with 143 and 153m
A special thanks to Pat for turning up on the day just to have a chat and run the laser.
Thanks for the help in packing up and in future if you would like to help set the course up I will see you
at about 5.30am.
PS. For those of you who didn’t realise Sunday was the 13th
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Ron Thomas, Dry Casting Officer 2015/16
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